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Drivers

Create & Sustain momentum

Develop habitual dependability

Continuous 
connection

Big picture outcome

Engage, enchant, enthrall

Radical today, basic tomorrow

Why not?

Get back in the box inside must be taken care of

You will partner

Selling is dead
matching

value placement

Whatever happens is normal

Internet didn't change anything

Obvious overlooked 

Don't get hurt by what we don't know but by what we do know but don't do

you had me at hello

saying it doesn't make it so
we'll take care of it

job well done doesn't exceed expectation

compared to what

tell the truth

Big picture outcomes Go far beyond
transaction

product

service

28-Indispensable lessons

Lowest price

Compete against lowest by your version of more

W0w-nobody else has this

Become a way of life

Be a good guy with a great product

Know your customers and change as they change

Be one less thing to worry about

Make Life easier

Know when its not your job

Best effort every time

Short Lessons

Make it easy

Remember what they are buying

Spend the money for the next idea

Mistakes always give you information

Don't step over dollars to pick up nickels

Power of charisma

Generic marketing stinks

Pay for performance

Use the customer's name early and often

Change the people buy or use it

Best location is to be everywhere

Six words or less

Repeatable process
remove chance

ensure consistency of performance

you cannot not create a customer experience

Stop Apologizing
don't apologize do your job

do your job right in the first place

tell us what we are doing wrongpower of information

4 Fundamental lessons

Identify customer need

See big picture outcome

Engage, enchant, enthrall

Give it away

Employee buy in
Context

Connect daily
activities & behaviour

mission & vision
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